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Abstract
The Age of the Fourth Industrial Revolution promises the integration and synergy of disciplines to arrive at meaningful
and comprehensive solutions. As computation and fabrication methods become pervasive, they present platforms
for communication. Value exists in diverse disciplines bringing their approach to a common conversation, proposing
demands, and potentials in response to entrenched challenges. Robotics has expanded recently as computational
analysis, and digital fabrication methods are more accurate and reliable. Advances in functional microelectromechanical
components have resulted in the design of new robots presenting alternatives to traditional ambulatory robots.
However, most examples are the result of intense computational analysis necessitating engineering expertise and
specialized manufacturing. Accessible fabrication methods like laminate techniques propose alternatives to new robot
morphologies. However, most examples remain overly actuated without harnessing the full potential of folds for
locomotion. Our research explores the connection between origami structures and kinematics for the generation
of an ambulatory robot presenting efficient, controlled, and graceful gait with minimal use of components. Our
robot ‘Crease’ achieves complex gait by harnessing kinematic origami chains rather than relying on motors. Minimal
actuation activates the folds to produce variations in walk and direction. Integrating a physical iterative process with
computational analysis, several prototypes were generated at different scales, including untethered ones with sensing
and steering that could map their environment. Furthering the dialogue between disciplines, this research contributes
not only to the field of robotics but also architectural design, where efficiency, adjustability, and ease of fabrication are
critical in designing kinetic elements.
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Introduction
Advances in computational analysis and CAD/CAM fabrication methods have contributed greatly to the
development of robotics. Regarding ambulatory robots, legged robots have been designed to fulfill specific
functions and access tough terrain. Expertise in robotics is necessary to produce these types of robots. Iteration
is usually slow, costly, and reserved for engineering disciplines. Innovations in the production of electromechanical components from the meter to the millimeter-scale have expanded the scale at which functional
ambulatory robots are produced,1,2 but these examples remain accessible only to specialized fields.
Based on these limitations other fabrication methods have emerged as options for producing non-traditional robots. Research on origami-inspired designs3 and lamination techniques have produced functional
designs that are more economical and faster to produce.4 However, in the majority of these cases, overly
actuated designs remain a challenge.
Within the context of the fourth Industrial Revolution, where design and engineering disciplines are more
integrated, questions about how they inform each other emerge. Can principles of origami paired with architectural design thinking help to overcome some of the challenges associated with traditional approaches to
robotic engineering? What concepts that emerged from robotic design translate into opportunities in architectural design and applications?
The literature review shows opportunities to expand existing work on robotics, which established the following research goals for our investigation:
•• Engage in an integrated approach involving design and engineering by proposing an unconventional
robotic design approach.
•• Use principles of origami in connection to kinematics to create an under-actuated ambulatory robot
that features a complex gait.
•• Expand the access of robotic design and deployment to a wider audience by employing a simple
method of fabrication.
•• Establish connections between this research and architectural design by exploring possible translations and scalability for architectural applications.
This research builds upon principles of action origami.5 Rather than adding unnecessary electromechanical
actuators, the research relates folded geometry to kinematics, thereby offering efficient and easy-to-build
robots with complex gait. The design, fabrication methods, and sensing capabilities identified in this research
potentially contribute to the design of kinetic architectural components and surveying of architectural sites.

Background
While traditional, rigid robots dominate industrial robotics due to their stiffness, repeatability, and precision,
their lack of adaptability in less structured contexts has the potential to harm robot, user, and the environment. Thus, in recent years, research has shifted toward using softer materials in the design, especially for
those robots interacting with humans.6 The integration of compliant materials like rubber, fabric, etc., within
jointed kinematic systems, can create a mechanical “fuse” that separate high-power actuation from the endeffectors and mimic soft interactions often found in the natural world.7
Origami-inspired robots originated in early MEMS research, wherein planar processes—layered,
additive, etching, and optical lithography—were used to realize silicon-based hinges capable of rotating out of plane.8 Further research investigated larger flexure-based hinges to permit small-radius
bending, relying on the mechanics of thin, compliant materials for rotary motion instead of interference-based mechanical pin joints.9 Additional work over the years has demonstrated the integration of
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springs10 and considered the effect of material damping,11 the essential elements of dynamic systems.
Unlike common mechanical elements found in more traditional robotic systems, these components are
constructed using planar fabrication techniques in which compatible materials are iteratively added
and removed to create a monolithic, multi-material, electro-mechanical system. These concepts have
been demonstrated at nano, micro, millimeter, and centimeter scales, in materials as disparate as silicon,8 carbon fiber,12 titanium,13 plastic, and cardboard.14 These technologies promise to solve novel
problems, either at size scales where traditional mechanical devices such as gears, bearings, and
motors are unavailable or at cost-scales which envision industrial-scale processes fabricating large
numbers of inexpensive robots.15–17
Softer materials also shift the focus during the design of robotic systems from a position-controlled to a
force-dependent domain, where joint compliance and under actuation—a lower number of actuators than
degrees of freedom in a system—plays a critical role in determining the static configuration of kinematic
systems in equilibrium.18 Thus, the role of material properties and geometry in compliant flexure joints can
significantly alter the motion of a robotic system, especially given external interactions with the world.19,20
In the case of legged robots, such interactions come in the form of ground reaction forces. Though in free
space an underactuated robot may exhibit a single prescribed path as its actuators move it around, the presence of external ground reaction forces in an underactuated systems plays a significant role in changing the
gait and performance of robots walking on the ground in the presence of gravity.
Legged locomotion has been a focus of robotics research for decades.21,22 Legged systems are often
touted for their ability to negotiate varied terrain and step over obstacles,23 as well as to move in human
environments in a more human way.24 A variety of topics have been studied in the context of legged locomotion, including the role stiffness plays in actuators,25 feet,26 spines,27 and legs.28 Legged systems, however,
are often quite expensive, limiting access to and research on these systems.
Some bio-inspired ambulatory robots show that folding mechanisms are a scalable and cost-effective
technique to achieve actions such as walking,29 running,14,30,31 jumping,31,32 and flying. Several research
groups have proposed strategies for actuating and powering foldable devices.33–36 In recent decades, advances
have been made in how to design,4,34 manufacture,37 and analyze origami-inspired hinged designs. Using
FEA, methods have been developed38 to analyze the dynamics of these robots,11,39 to identify functions and
integrate modular components.40
Even with the shift towards laminate fabrication, researchers rarely examine the role under-actuation can
play in simplifying control needs.41 Under-actuation can be considered a tool for shifting computational
complexity from the time of use—wherein high-speed controllers set actuator outputs at each joint in realtime based on the state of the system and the desired output—to design time, wherein designers must anticipate use-cases and design systems that respond with good performance throughout a variety of different
external stimuli.19 The potential for under-actuation to permit a variety of responses, as well as to reduce
complexity and cost, may be thought of as potential benefits in architectural cases as well.
Robotics and kinetic architectural design share similar needs of achieving components that display elegant movement, are lightweight, robust, easy to manufacture, durable, and efficient. Thus, solutions for one
might translate to the other.
Origami has been used for generating effective three-dimensional forms from flat sheets. On-going
research has proved that scaling-up origami concepts to Architecture and beyond is possible.42–44 Thickorigami methods by Tachi and others show promise in successfully translating origami from the millimeter
to the meter-scale.45–47 However, most applications in architecture have focused on static states48 that overlook the dynamic phases of these systems. Some examples have successfully translated origami principles
to kinetic facades and installations49,50 like in the case of Hoberman and Associates’ work51–53 and Aedas
Architects.54 However, these examples often rely on complicated actuation systems requiring numerous
mechanical parts.
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Figure 1. Transformation from two to three-dimensional configurations. (Adapted from publication).34

Methods and results
The research integrated digital and physical workflows that involved testing prototypes at different scales.
The relationship between the folded pattern and kinematics was studied through physical iterations and actuated in different ways. The successful patterns were digitally modeled and refined based on digital simulations. Then, prototypes were fabricated rapidly using a laminated technique. Various materials for the rigid
planes and the flexible joints were explored, as well as the type, number, and position of the actuators. The
prototypes were programmed to achieve gait control, steering, and navigation.

Relationship between folded pattern and kinematics
Crease features a series of rigid planes connected by flexible joints. Being a robot generated by origami
principles, Crease’s three-dimensional configuration results in a developable pattern when flat (Figure 1).
The relationship between the folded pattern and movement was studied through an iterative process of physical and digital design. The pattern was inspired by observing how the human body’s upper extremities move
as the torso rotates. Applying principles of parallel and spherical linkages to folded geometry, the origami
waterbomb base (Figure 2(a)), a spherical linkage commonly used in origami structures,55 was employed to
allow rotational mobility of the upper body. It was then modified by removing one of its folds to create a
grounding base for the actuation element (Figure 2(b)).
Crease’s two-dimensional mountain-valley pattern shows symmetry along the y-axis. The modified
waterbomb base connects to the folds that make the robot’s legs: two rear and two front legs (Figure 3).
These act as parallel linkages that allow repetitive motion. Although the rigid planes are connected with flexible joints, in their three-dimensional configuration, various elements that fulfill a particular role can be
identified such as the leg connector, the front body, etc. (Figure 3).
The locomotion of Crease is accomplished by utilizing rotational motion to activate the interconnected folds that make up its body.34 Actuation element/s is/are placed on the inner rear part of the body
to actuate the origami pattern. The design and flexibility of the folds allow the force of the motor to
circulate throughout the body. Rotational action creates a corresponding and synchronized movement
of the legs. As the rear and front legs of one side unfold, the legs of the other side fold. Figure 4 shows
the gait cycle starting with a neutral position (Position A). As the torso rotates, the distance between
points P3 and P4 increases while it decreases between points P1 and P2 making the left leg move forward (Position B). The left front leg raises higher than the other three as this happens. Afterward, the
robot returns to Position A and as the distance between points P1 and P2 increases and decreases
between points P3 and P4, the right leg moves forward (Position C). The gait cycle starts again as torso
rotation occurs (Figures 4–7).
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Figure 2. (a) Origami waterbomb base (b) Modified waterbomb, and (c) Crease’s folding pattern showing modified
waterbomb. (Adapted from publication).34

Figure 3. (a) Crease folding pattern with identification of the roles (b) 3D top view, and (c) 3D Underside view.
(Adapted from publication).34

Figure 4. Cycle showing Crease’s gait. Adapted from publication).34
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Figure 5. Crease_01 Step sequence.

Figure 6. Crease_04 Step sequence.

Iterations
The proportions of the folded pattern in relation to gait were studied both physically (Figure 8) and digitally
(Figure 9). After exploring variations without a front rib, different dimensions for waist and front and hind
legs, the selected pattern (shown in Figure 3) was chosen, as it presented a balance between stability and
controlled movement. The size, actuation, range of motorized rotation, and navigation control were all variables taken into account to produce iterations of the origami robot. In terms of size, prototypes from 6 to
45 cm in body length were generated (Figure 3). For actuation, stepper motors or servomotors were used in
the 20–45 cm prototypes to understand the different possibilities offered by each type. The number of motors
and their location relative to the origami body were documented. Regarding navigation, both tethered and
untethered origami robots were produced (Table 1). In these variations, significant differences in gait and
navigation control were observed. These are exemplified by the following prototypes: Crease_01, Crease_04,
and Crease_05 (Figure 8) and described below in the following sections. 3.3, 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.4.

Programming
Tethered and un-tethered versions of Creases ranging from 20 to 45 cm in body length were manufactured. In the tethered versions, a single stepper motor was attached to the ground plane and controlled by
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Figure 7. Untethered Crease_05 gait cycle. (Adapted from publication).34

Figure 8. Selected prototypes. (Adapted from publication).34

an Arduino Uno via an Adafruit Motor shield v2.3. To keep the whole assembly lightweight in the untethered versions, a light Arduino Nano and a Lithium-ion battery controlled the two servo motors connected
to the base.
Actuation. Crease_01 and Crease_04 both have the same pattern only differentiated by the way their legs
connect (Figure 2) to the actuation element and the type of actuators used. Figure 10 shows the legs of
Crease_01 attached to one folded beam where point P5 is at junctions between axis x and y (0, 0). In Positions A, Crease_01 is in a neutral position (Figures 4 and 10). The stepper motor controls the rotation of point
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Figure 9. Study of input angles (green) and output angles (red) relative to the folding pattern using Kangaroo for
Grasshopper.
Table 1. Crease variations (adapted from publication).34
Crease type

Folded beam

Stepper motor

Servo motor

Bluetooth control

IR sensor

Size

Crease_01
Crease_02
Crease_03
Crease_04
Crease_05

(1)
(2)
–
–
–

(1)
(2)
–
–
–

–
–
(1)
(2)
(2)

–
–
–
–
(2)

–
–
–
–
(2)

25 cm
25 cm
25 cm
25 cm
30 cm

P5 causing the legs to fold or unfold. Within a 360° cycle, Crease_01 moves in a straight gait, from Position
B to Position C (Figure 10). When P5 is in the (+x, +y) quadrant, the distance between points P1 and P2
decreases while the distance between points P3 and P4 increases (Figure 10(a)). Figure 10(c) shows that the
opposite happens if P5 is in the (–x, +y) quadrant.
Figure 11 shows the legs of Crease_04 paired up with a corresponding folded beam and servo motor. In a
straight gait, Crease_04 moves from position B to position C every 180° cycle of each servomotor (Figure 11).
If points P8 and P9 are in the (+x, +y) quadrant, the distance between points P1 and P2 decreases while the
distance between points P3 and P4 increases (Figure 11(a)). Figure 11(c) shows that the opposite happens
when points P8 and P9 are located in the (–x,+y) quadrant.
Crease_01 (Figure 5) presents a more fluid and slower walk than Crease_04 (Figure 6). By having one
servomotor paired to a hind leg, Crease_04 has the ability to change the direction of its walk. Crease_05, as
Crease_04, can steer but Crease_05 is untethered (Figure 7).
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Figure 10. Underside view of Crease_01. (a) Position B (b) Position A, and (c) Position C. (Adapted from publication).34

Figure 11. Underside view of Crease_04. (a) Position B (b) Position A, and (c) Position C. (Adapted from publication).34

Steering and sensing. Crease_04 and Crease_05 achieved a high degree of control and ability to steer in different directions. These prototypes displayed straight walk, soft and sharp turns as well as and 360° turns. This
was accomplished by pairing a rear leg to a corresponding servo motor. For a straight walk, both servos start
from their neutral Position A (90°) and then oscillate synchronously between 0° to 180° (from Position B to C)
(Figure 12(a)). For turning in a particular direction, one servo’s range of motion is reduced relative to the other
(Figure 12(b)). This causes one leg to act as a pivot and the other leg to guide direction (Figure 12(b) and Figure
13). For example, right turns were achieved by reducing the angle domain of the servomotor #2 (which controls
the hind left leg) in relation to servomotor #1. For sharper turns, the angle domain was further reduced with
respect to the other as seen as an example in the Sharp Right case in Figure 14. Therefore, the greater range of
motion of the left leg steered the robot to the right (Figure 12(b)) and vice versa. The angle domains are shown
in Table 2. It is also possible for the robot to make a U-turn and reverse its path (Figure 13).
Figure 14 shows different cases with gait directions. Each the rotation of the servomotor #1 (red line) and
the servomotor #2 (dotted blue line) is recorded in relative to time. Servomotor #1 is connected to the left
hind leg and servomotor #2 is connected to the right hind leg. In all the charts, both servos start from their
neutral position (90°). For example, in the Straight Gait, the angles recorded for both servos are 90°, 0°,
90°,180°, 90° whereas for the Slight Right Gait the angles recorded for servomotor #2 are: 90°,0°,90°,0°,90°.
In Crease_04 (tethered), the input cases of the code were provided manually with potentiometers connected to an Arduino. This formed an open-loop system. In Crease_05, the code formed a closed-loop system using automatic inputs from a pair of infrared sensors connected to the front legs that in-turn controlled
the servos (Figure 15). This established a real-time feedback loop that allowed Crease_05 to avoid obstacles
while walking (Figure 13). The infrared sensors measured the distance to any approaching obstacles and
assigned it to a case in the code. If there were no obstacles, the robot would walk straight. If an obstacle were
far the robot would make a soft turn, and if it were close, it would make a sharp turn (Figure 13). Crease_04
and Crease_05 can make full turns as shown in case 6 in Figure 13.
A simple Arduino code was used to control the stepper motor and the servos in the various Crease iterations (Figure 16). The code controlled the rotational domains of the actuators and was divided into the
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Figure 12. Servomotor positions as seen from the underside of Crease_04. (a) Straight gait (b) Turning Gait.
(Adapted from publication).34

following cases: straight, stop, hard left, soft left, hard right, and soft right. Some details of the code are
highlighted below.
The location of the obstacles is sensed by the two infrared sensors, IR1 and IR2 respectively, and their
values are assigned to the cases mentioned above. The function ‘servo_move’ cycles between the rotational
domains of the assigned cases and then it sends the values to the respective servo.

Digital analysis
The multiple degrees of freedom and the underactuated nature of the mechanism makes Crease’s gait very
challenging to simulate by traditional means. The following workflow simply confirms a few of the possibilities of the kinematics of its motion.
Analysis of the translation from a flat sheet to its three-dimensional configuration was possible using
Origamizer56 and Origami Simulator.57 Both these softwares are easy to use and have a simple user interface which made it possible to rapidly test multiple pattern iterations and simulate their respective folded
3D configurations. Origami Simulator also aided in finding planar relationships between the rigid planes
through one of its normal mapping features (Figure 17(a)). The kinematic chain formed between the faces
of the hind legs and front legs was studied using Dassault Solidworks, McNeel Rhino, Grasshopper, and
Kangaroo58 workflows. Within these softwares, the monolithic origami laminate could be discretized into
a series of rigid planes and dynamic hinge joints showing similar kinematics. This enabled analyzing the
co-relationship between the folding angles of the hind legs and the impact they have on the longitudinal
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Figure 13. Sensing and steering case studies.

and latitudinal displacement on the front legs. Figure 9 shows pattern iterations and the corresponding
resultant motions.

Manufacturing technique
Crease prototypes were fabricated using a pop-up laminate construction where the flexible material was
adhered in between two rigid planes. This method was fast and economical enabling the efficient production of several iterations. A Universal 150W laser cutter was used to cut the pattern of rigid planes,
removing material away for the flexible membrane to form the folds. Adhesive layers were also laser cut
to bond the flexible membrane to the rigid stock. Various flat materials were employed according to the
size of the prototype.
A flexible 0.7 mm PET membrane adhered between two rigid planes of 3 mm Bristol card stock was used
for the 20–45 cm prototypes (Figure 18). Circular perforations were used to relieve joint stress and registration marks ensured a precise assembly of the layers to be laminated. An Apache AL18P thermal laminator
was used to bond the flexible material to the rigid stock through the adhesive layers.
Designed for model laminate constructions, PopupCAD,4 an open-source software, was employed to
produce several laminated prototypes. Through this platform, the folds were optimized by using castellated
and laminated hinges (Figure 18(b)). Weakened by castellation, the PET layer acted as a hinge with enough
rigidity for the desired motion. The spacing and length of the cuts in the castellated hinges were tested to
achieve the desired flexure. Figure 18(b) shows sections of the laminated layers to achieve a mountain or a
valley fold.
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Figure 14. Gait directions relative to servo angle domains.
Table 2. Table showing servo angle domains of the two legs in relation to different gaits.
Gait

Sharp Left
Slight Left
Straight
Slight Right
Sharp Right
Stop

Right Leg (Servo #2)

Left Leg (Servo #1)

Start

End

Start

End

0°
0°
0°
90°
135°
90°

180°
180°
180°
180°
180°
90°

0°
0°
0°
0°
0°
90°

45°
90°
180°
180°
180°
90°
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Figure 15. Crease_05 Actuation and sensing components. (Adapted from publication).34

Figure 16. Crease_05 Partial Arduino code.

Future application scenarios in architecture
3D mapping and surveying. One possible application is to create a swarm of Creases that could hypothetically
self-assemble to create collective configurations or perform specific tasks. Their ability to detect and record
objects in their environment and steer accordingly would enable them to avoid obstacles during navigation or
conversely to surround them (Figure 19). A larger Crease could carry within its flat surfaces several smaller
Creases potentially deploying on-site a swarm that involves different size elements (Figure 19). As Crease
develops from 2D to 3D, it seems feasible to do so in real-time as other origami-based research has proven to
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Figure 17. (a) Normal mapping where coplanar faces share the same color (b) Solidworks simulations. (Adapted
from publication).34

Figure 18. CAD to CAM workflow (a) Cut files generated from PopupCAD (b) Location of valley and mountain
folds on the Crease pattern and material layup (c) Fabrication steps involving material lamination, final laser-cut and
prototype deployment. (Adapted from publication).34
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Figure 19. (a) Swarm of creases (b) Swarm surrounding object.

Figure 20. Obstacle navigation in the y and z-axis.

do so.59 This would allow Crease to adjust its body dimensions to go underneath objects navigating difficult
terrains and gaining access to areas otherwise unreachable (Figure 20). These features could be beneficial for
surveying and 3D mapping architectural sites especially if these sites present challenges with accessibility.
Kinetic systems. The process of simulation, the fabrication method, and the design principles developed in
the research of Crease hold great potential to be used in the design of kinetic architectural elements, that are
flat foldable, easy to manufacture, and durable.
The geometric and kinematic principles of Crease allowed its interconnected planes to be activated with
few motors. The kinematic chains could be applied in facades using minimal actuation. To attain this, keeping the system lightweight would be advantageous. Even though stiffness scales up exponentially with an
increase in material thickness, experiments translating origami paper models to PETG have proved to be
successful60; and advances in material science, especially in polymers and thermoplastic carbon fiber composites, offer potential in producing large, light, and durable origami-based elements.61 The laminated
method used in the fabrication of Crease could be translated into the design of kinetic architectural components. Innovations in composite lamination offer the selective programming of rigid and flexible materials
within different parts of the single monolithic laminate at an architectural scale.
Crease displayed movement in response to sensing. A wide variety of smart sheet materials can be embedded within similar laminate constructions to provide added functionality like sensing62 to façade components. Similar methods of simulating and optimization of origami structures like Crease could be applied to
kinetic architecture to minimize input motion and maximize output motion.
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Conclusion
Responding to the objectives set at the beginning of the research, we engaged in a collaboration between the
fields of design and engineering by proposing an approach that uses both quantitative and qualitative data to
inform the design of our robot. The complexity in the degrees of freedom and the need for minimal actuation
make it unlikely that Crease would have been generated solely from a traditional engineering approach without being informed by design sensibility. The design of Crease’s geometric pattern revealed the potential to
efficiently leverage folded hinges for locomotion. And the geometric pattern was refined and optimized for
its input/output movement through computational means. In addition, the simple fabrication method allowed
for quick trial and error iterations to arrive at solutions that would otherwise have been too computationally
intensive and time-consuming. In this way, the research methods integrated physical and intuitive processes
with digital workflows and simulations rather than just applying intensive computational analysis. The combination of physical prototyping and application of software used in architectural design and engineering
disciplines proved to be an efficient approach to arrive at novel, refined, and optimized prototypes.
In reference to our second objective, the research presented here confirms the relationship between origami
principles and kinematics producing as a result, the design of an ambulatory robot that features controlled and
efficient locomotion with minimal mechanical actuation. Crease, the origami robot, transforms from a twodimensional stage to a three-dimensional configuration. In the pattern of Crease, principles of spherical and
parallel linkages were applied to amplify rotational motion throughout its body; thus, achieving an efficient
yet graceful gait. As discussed through the prototypes, the relationship between the folded pattern and the type
and number of actuators affects the gait and ability to steer. Sensing of obstacles for navigation control is
attained through simple programming. The under-actuated nature of the robot and the employed pop-up laminate fabrication method enable the production of fast, economical, and lightweight prototyping of this robot.
In addition, the research aimed to expand robotic design to a wider audience and by doing so explore
potential contributions. To support this, the method of fabrication had to be easily accessible and economical. Employing the simple fabricating technique of laminate construction and readily available flat sheets
and minimal joinery enabled designers to engage in an iterative process of design producing a light-weight,
easy-to-assemble ambulatory robot. Using a combination of rigid planes and a PET flexible membrane for
the folds, the materials used in Crease are economical and readily available making the process of fabrication inexpensive. These features can be translatable beyond robotics to applications to other fields.
As explained above, our approach and solution demonstrate the applicability of architectural design
thinking across disciplines. However, scale and translation are dependent on context and applications.
Existing research in the translation of origami-based concepts shows promise in scaling and adapting our
research to architectural applications. Elegant motion, lightness, robustness, ease in manufacturability, durability, and efficiency are critical requirements for the design of both robotics and kinetic architecture.
Through this work, connections between Crease and kinetic elements in architecture are established by
exploring architectural application scenarios. Variations of Crease with capabilities of sensing and recording
their surroundings provide possibilities for swarms to 3D map and survey architectural sites. Whereas other
features of Crease such as design and fabrication processes, laminate construction, hinged details, use complementary materials, etc., can be applied to the design of kinetic architectural components.
This investigation contributes both to the field of robotics and architectural design in the Age of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution where tools, process, and approaches permeate back and forth from various
disciplines to attain cohesive and meaningful solutions.
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